Any Su m of Parts which are W ater is W ater
Henry Laycock
Abstract. Mereological entities often seem to violate ‘ordinary’ ideas
of what a concrete object can be like, behaving more like sets than like
Aristotelian substances. However, the mereological notions of ‘part’,
‘composition’, and ‘sum’ or ‘fusion’ appear to find concrete realisation
in the actual semantics of mass nouns. Quine notes that ‘any sum of
parts which are water is water’; and the wine from a single barrel can
be distributed around the globe without affecting its identity. Is there
here, as some have claimed, a ‘natural’ or ‘innocent’ form of
mereology? The claim rests on the assumption that what a mass noun
such as ‘wine’ denotes – the wine from a single barrel , for exam ple – is
indeed a unit of a special type, the sum or fusion o f its many ‘parts’.
The assum ption is, however, open to question on sem antic grounds.
I. Innocence, guilt, and the utterance of Quine
1.0 Mereology. Mereologists posit a variety of contentious principles of
composition, whereby diverse objects – wholes, ‘fusions’ or ‘sums’,
analogous to sets but without a membership relation – may be
constructed on the basis of specified ranges of objects, abstract or
concrete, assigned the roles of ‘parts’, parthood in this context being
akin to set-theoretical inclusion. The question of whether, in any
particular axiomatized system, the definitions can be somehow
plausibly mapped into any n atural-language understandings of ‘object’,
‘whole’ and ‘part’ is a further question, as is the question of whether
there (‘really’) are objects, recognisable independently of the
mereological system, w hich actually satisfy its ax ioms.
Naturally, the mereologist is free to deny that her favoured
system is contentious; she may urge that fusions of the kind contrived
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within her system do exist, that the system does in fact match up with
the real world, or part of it. She may even go so far as to declare that
her sy stem posits no novel, hitherto unsuspected en tities – that its
principles of composition and fusions are in effect implicit in our
everyday world-view, or in the natural-language use of words like ‘and’
and ‘part’, the use of plural referring expressions, and so on.
David Lewis, for example, declares his own system of
mereological constructions to be ontologically innocent in some such
sense.1 Nevertheless, there is a serious question as to w hether his
system is indeed as he declares it to be. A s By eong-U k Yi has plausibly
argued, it is not innocent to propose that as Lewis has defined them,
there are such things as sum s or fusions of individ ual objects, and it is
not innocent to treat composition as identity.2
I hereby declare my sympathy for Yi’s robust sense of the
constitution of reality, and take the view that along with round squares,
doctrines such as that of the Trinity are simp ly incoherent. 3
Nevertheless, matters look very different, once attention is re-directed
from such Lewisian objects as the sum of Tom and Jerry to the
mereological status of such kinds of stuff as water, wine and bread. For
as it happens, there is here a prominent and prim a facie plausible,
genuinely innocent application of mereological principles, observed
among others by Quine in Word and Object.4
1.1 ‘Quantities’. Quine there remarks that the natural-language
semantics of what he calls mass terms directly satisfy mereological
principles: ‘any sum of parts which are water is water’ is the way he
puts it. And Helen C artwright, in her influential doctrine of ‘quantities’,
has fo llowed Q uine in this regard, writing that
there is, I think, a ‘natural’ mereology for a given set of
quantities of, e.g., water in the sense of ‘quantity of — ’, as l
have elsewhere tried to explain.5
Now suitably defined, concrete mass terms denote material stuff or
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matter – stuff like water, iron, hydrogen and wine. 6 And since much of
our w orld consists precisely of such material stuff or matter, there
appears to be a solid basis for the direct, non-constructed relevance of
mereological principles to a substantial part of our actual world. No
independently contrived mereological system seems required –
mereological principles apply directly to mass term semantics. Indeed,
there here seems to be no more ‘innocent’ alternative to what looks like
an inherently mereological system.
In a recent article, Keith Hossack also, rather cautiously,
endorses just such a view.7 Hossack adopts a terminology not of
‘quantities’ but of ‘masses’ (a term coined for anything which might be
referred to as som e stuff – some w ine, some bread, som e water, and so
forth) and proceeds to cautiously remark that ‘mereology is perhaps
most successful in the case of masses’. 8 He continues
If we read ‘x is part of y’ as ‘x is som e of y’, then transitivity
holds. The lower half of the water is part of the water in the
glass, which is part of all the w orld’s water, and the lower half
of the water is part of the world’s water. Moreover the axioms
of fusions or sums seem to hold at least if the mass is pure; any
arbitrary collection of masses of water does seem to have a
unique sum.
In effect, then, what Hossack sees in the Quinean formula is precisely a
real w orld vindication of fundamental m ereological principles.
Hossack’s remark is cautiously hypothetical, and the fact that
he writes ‘x is part of y’ rather than ‘x is a part of y’ is itself an
indication of his caution.9 Nonetheless, Hossack speaks of masses, in
the plural, an d treats references to water, like Quine, as references to
distinct objects, each of which might constitute a part of other objects
of the kind. And it is evident that such things behave more like sets and
their subsets than like Aristotelian substances. But in the very nature of
the case, and regardless of whatever else might be true, the ideas of
parts and wholes are at the very least the ideas of discrete objects –
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units, individuals or things. Correlatively, theories of parts and wholes
are theories of individual objects, individually countable parts and
wholes. W hether or not each part itself has proper parts, as w ith
Lewisian gunk, each part must at any rate be one. 10
II. Innocen ce lost
2.0 Rea l scattered objects. Let us consider these matters more
closely. I choose to speak of wine instead of water, and begin w ith
the bottle of Brunello on our dining table. The bottle at first
contains a certain amount of wine, 75 ccs, we may suppose. 11
Having opened the bottle, I pour the w ine into three glasses to
prepare for lunch. The w ine w hich previously occupied a single
com pact region of space, defin ed by the inner surface of a bottle, is
identical with the wine which is now spatially distributed, in
multiple glasses and in multiple locatio ns aro und the table; some of
the wine which was in the bottle is now in each of the three glasses.
Plainly, both the degree of ‘scatter’ of the wine, and the number of
glasses which are used to contain it, are entirely irrelevant to its
identity.12 What, if anything, m ight seem interesting or rem arkable
about this state of affairs? One answer to this question would
proceed as follows.
Our day-to-day experience of and interaction with the
world accustoms u s to thinking primarily in terms of ‘ordinary
objects’ or Aristotelian substances – structured, physically
organised objects, the parts of which bear determinate spatial
relationships to one another. The fact is, however, that there seems
to be som ething here of a very different nature – som ething cap able
of occupying spatially disconnected locations, where the degree of
separation and number of distinct locations have no bearing
whatsoever on its identity. If this is correct, it is surely interesting,
even perhaps remarkable, in itself. It is as if we have stepped
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outside the abstract axiomatic constructions of m ereology , to
encounter a real-life demonstration of something resembling
mereological wholes and parts, before our very eyes. It is tempting
to say that – so far as the non-atomic semantics of words like ‘wine’
are concerned – the wine which was once in the bottle really is no
more than the totality of its potentially or actually scattered parts.13
Now there are two key points in all of this. There is what I
take to be an indisputable fact, that the identity of an amount of
stuff, unlike that of a concrete individual substance, is independent
of its degree of scatter or spatial distribution. On the other hand,
there is a mereological interpretation of the fact – in this particular
case, an intepretation of the relationship which exists between the
wine on the table, and som e of it (that is, the relationship which
exists between some wine and som e of some wine). Or, what comes
to the very same thing, there is a mereological interpretation of the
formal status of what expressions like ‘the wine on the table’ and
‘some wine’ actually denote. The significance of the indisputable
fact itself remains to be addressed; I first consider each of these
equivalent interpretations in its turn.
2.1 The relationship. Consider now two neutral (‘innocent’)
descriptions of two aspects of this state of affairs. (i) The wine from
the bottle just is – is straightforw ardly identical with – the wine in
glasses A, B and C. (ii) The wine in each of the glasses A, B and C
is some of the wine in glasses A, B and C; hence the wine in glasses
A, B and C is an am oun t of wine w hich is – and here, is or co nsists
of – a lesser amount of wine in glass A, a lesser amount in glass B,
and a lesser amount in glass C.14 Furtherm ore, the amount of wine
in glasses A, B and C is indisputably the (mathematical) sum of the
amounts of wine in each of the glasses A, B and C.15 The semantical
phenomenon of cumulative reference corresponds, I suggest, to the
relationship represented by is or consists of in statement (ii), rather
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than to the relationship of identity as expressed in statem ent (i). 16
Intuitively, the relationship represented by is or consists of must in
some sense be one of composition, not the (straightforward, pure,
‘innocent’) relation of identity.
This, no doubt, is how the relationship is understood in the
first instance by the m ereologist – as a com positional part / w hole
relationship between one sum object and three part objects. She
may also, with Lewis and the Trinitarians, guiltily take it to be a
relationship of identity; and in my view, there is a sense in which
she m ight even be right about this. But if so, she is right, only
because there are neither at least three proper part-objects on the
table, nor on e maxim al whole-object. 17 Either it is a relationship of
identity, and there are no wine-objects on the table, or it is instead a
relation of composition, and there are at least four such objects on
the table (and most likely, countless such things).18 That is the view
which I w ish to now explain an d defend.
Now the mereologist is likely to share the common
assumption that the object-concept itself is an all-purpose, allinclusive concept – that whatever we may speak of, refer to or think
about cannot fail to be an object in som e minimal but reasonably
precise sense. As Russell writes in a well-known passage,
Whatever may be an object of thought, or may occur in any
true or false proposition, or can be cou nted as one, I call a
term. This, then, is the widest word in the philosophical
vocabulary.19
But this view can itself be questioned. If it is an essential feature of
the object-concept that objects must be capable of being numbered
and distinguished, then the fact that there exists a major semantic
category of non -count nouns (NCNs) – nouns precisely for the
diverse varieties of stuff – should constitute grounds for reevaluation of the mereologist’s fundamental but unexamined
belief. 20 There are several arguments for the conclusion that the
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basic subject-matter of the mereological thesis in this domain – that
is, whatever is some wine – is not, as the mereologist suppo ses, a
unitary object.
2.2 The den otation (i). In ‘On denotin g’, Russell declares that ‘the,
when it is strictly used, involves un iqueness’. This is Russell’s
criterion for a singular description – where such a description is
understood to be a description which denotes, if anything , a single
unit of som e kind. The essence of the Theory of Descriptions is
given by this declaration, which says in effect that if ‘the’ is joined
with a singular noun ‘F’, then ‘the F’ means ‘the only F’. That is, a
description having the form ‘the F’ is singular, if the con ceptexpression it contains (the ‘F ’ itself) ap plies or purports to apply
uniq uely. Here, I attem pt only to explain the rationale behind this
theory; I have defended it at some length elsewhere. 21
Now if there is exactly one fish on a certain table, then the
concept-expression ‘fish on that table’ can be said to apply
uniquely, and the definite description ‘the fish on that table’ counts
as semantically sing ular. 22 Here, the noun ‘fish’ itself has a
semantically singular occu rrence. Su ppose how ever that there are
many fish on the table – some fish on this plate, some others on
that. Then ‘fish on the table’ applies to the fish on this plate, and
also to the fish on that plate. H ere, the use of ‘the fish on the table’
to denote is evidently not a singular use. It is, of course, plural (the
fish-es), and the noun ‘fish’ itself has a semantically plural
occurrence. The fish on this plate are now some fish which are some
of the fish on the table.
Consider then the use of the description ‘the wine on the
table’, in the presence of two glasses of wine. Here, the conceptexpression ‘wine on the table’ applies to both the wine in this glass
and the wine in that glass. It follows that – much as w ith ‘the fish
on the table’ in its plural use – ‘the wine on the table’ cannot be
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semantically singular. However, unlike ‘fish’ in its count noun
sense, ‘wine’ has no other semantic form – it lacks a cognate
singular form, and so can not be plural either. Althoug h non-plural,
the NCN is akin to a plural CN in being semantically non-singular;
and qua semantically non-singular, it cannot designate a (single)
object.
2.3 The den otation (ii). It follows immediately from an
understanding of the count / non-count contrast that what underlies
the kinsh ip of plural CN s and N CN s is indeed the fact that both are
semantically non-singular.23 CNs, first, are semantically either
singular or plural: singularity and plurality are the tw in sem antic
sub-categories w hich jointly exhaust this category of noun s. It
would seem then to follow directly that the category of NCN s can
be neither singular nor plural (a fact which itself is obscured if,
instead of non-count noun, the appellation mass noun is employed).
NC Ns are then to be be classed as semantically non-singu lar,
simply in virtue of being non-count. And given this, two
propositions follow automatically.24
First, NCNs have in common with plural nouns the distinction of
being semantically non-singular. The semantic kinship between
NC Ns and plural nouns is these days widely recognised; what is
typically unnoticed, in this recognition, is the simple fact of its nonsingular semantic basis. And second , NC Ns have in comm on w ith
singular noun s the distinction of b eing semantically no n-plural.
Quantification involving such nouns m ust then also be semantically
non-singular, a fact reflected in their non-acceptance of singular
determiners. As with plural nouns, we speak of ‘all water’, ‘some
water’ and ‘more water’, but not in the singular of ‘a water’, ‘each
water’ or ‘one water’; and ‘any’, ‘all’ and ‘some’ appear to interact
with NC Ns much as they do w ith essentially plural nouns.
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Now as it happens, this non-singular analysis of the
semantics of NCNs has also been affirmed by Tom McKay. 25 In a
helpfully concise accou nt, McKay notes that wh ile NCNs are
indeed on a par with plural nouns in respect of their non-singularity,
plural discourse has natural semantic units that are the same
as those of singular discourse, but stuff discourse has no
natural semantic units, and reference and predication seem
to proceed on a different model than that of an individual
and a property.26
In consequence, he urges that in the case of words like ‘water’,
we should not expect a successful reduction to singular
reference and singular predication, something that the
application of traditional first-order logic would require...
when we say that water surrounds our island... our
discourse is not singular discourse (about an individual) and
is not plural discourse (about some individuals); we have no
single individual or any identified individuals that we refer
to when we use ‘water’.
There are, in a word, no individuals introduced by the use of
‘water’, and to this extent, M cKay and I are in co mplete agreem ent.
III. The ontological insignifican ce of an amount of wine
3.0 The relationship of being ‘some of ___’ that which is ‘some
___ ’ once again. It is a truism well worth repeating, that the ideas
of parts and wholes are the ideas of discrete objects – units,
individuals or things. Individual units and their unitary parts are
uncontroversially ubiquitous. Every fish is such a unit, and its eyes
are parts of it. Here, we hav e three units – a fish , and each of its
eyes. Now suppose there are exactly ten fish on the table, on three
plates. That fish which is closest to me is one of them. But it is not
a part of them, because while it is a unit, they are not a unit. They
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are ten units, and nothing can be a part of something else, unless
both it and what it is a part of are individual units. Similarly, it is
not a mem ber of them, and so does not ‘belong’ to them; it may be a
member of one or another club, gathering or other ensemble, but
they themselves are not, as such, identical with a club or gathering
or any other unit of that genre. They are many, while the gathering
to which they earlier belonged was one.
Furthermore, any two of the fish cannot be a part of the fish
on the table, because any two of them are no more a un it than are all
ten of them. Any two of them are som e of them , and the (innocent)
relationship which holds between a num ber of objects and some of
those objects – between the fish on the table and some of those fish,
for example – is a different kind of relationship from that of
(innocent) whole and part, or of set and subset. 27 The distinctive
nature of the ‘some of’ relationship is recognised by Lewis among
others, although it is plainly not the same relationship (inn ocently
speaking) as that of part to whole. To think of two of them as being
(somehow ‘literally’) a part of them, is of course to think of both
‘two of them’ and ‘them’ as naming units. And indeed if this is
what we think, then at least for the purposes of the current issue, we
do indeed have objects of a very different kind – a different
category, in fact – from ‘ordinary’ substantial physical objects –
objects which have (potentially or actually) scattered parts. At the
same time, however, w e hav e lost our un perverted contact with
reality, and must be deemed ontologically guilty in Yi’s good sense.
Much as the fish on this plate are som e of the fish on the
table, so the wine in this glass is som e of the wine on the table. But
in neither case d o we hav e som ething which can be innocently
counted either as a unit or a part of something else.
3.1 The ontolog ical status of quantity. Both the idea of an amount
of matter, and the idea of a number of objects, com bine the ontic
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categories at issue – the categories of objects and of matter – with a
notion of qua ntity, a notion of how many or how much. The idea of
a number of objects – if it can be thus dignified – self-evidently
combines the neutral idea of ‘objects’ simpliciter with the further
idea of determinate but unspecified multiplicity or num ber.
Similarly, the idea of an amount of stuff combines the neutral idea
of stuff or m atter simpliciter with the further idea of determinate but
unspecified am ount. And non-singular references to either matter or
to objects necessarily incorporate this fact. Thus, the bare plural
sentence
There were fish on the table during lunch
says less than the non-bare sentence
There were a number of fish on the table during lunch.
The latter carries implications of identity – it might be followed by
No-one ate any of them
– but the former carries no such implications; it might be followed
by the pseud o-anaphoric
They were constantly replenished by the waiters.28
And in parallel identity-related fashion, the bare non-count sentence
There was wine on the table during lunch
says less than the non-bare sentence
There was an amount of wine on the table during lunch.
The former sentence might continue ‘Prosecco to begin with, and
Brun ello to follow up’ (a continuation which w ould be bizarre
indeed for the latter sentence).
Syntactically, the form of plural reference involves a sing le
gramm atical subject, whose semantic character involves a
determinate number of distinct units – units whose identities are
drawn together, merely via the collective form of a single human act
of reference.29 The idea of a number of objects involves, in effect,
the fusion (ordinary sense) of the ontic category of objects with the
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semantic category or form of plural reference. Hence the answ er to
the question of just wh at category the phrase ‘a number of objects’
itself expresses or represents must be that it represents, if anything,
an essentially hybrid category – one which reflects the semantical
category of plural reference itself. It follows that a sentence, the
subject of which has this semantic form, lacks any distinct
metaphysical significance on precisely this account. This non-ontic
character of plural reference is reflected, among other things, in the
fact that a number of objects cannot be said to have ceased to be
until the last one of them has ceased to be; while those objects
cannot be said to have persisted, or retained their identities, unless
all of them have persisted.
There are in short no such things as ‘numbers of objects’;
there are individual objects, and there are numbers. From the
standpoint of assertions of existence, the sole categorially or
ontically salient fact consists in the inform ation that there are
objects of this or that kind which are thus-and-so, in a given
context. In expressing empirical quantity, and thereby laying the
semantic basis for plural identity-statements, the presence of ‘some’
constitutes the introduction of an element wh ich is adventitious,
from the standp oint both of the relevant kind and of the ontic
category itself. Th e non-singular ‘som e of’ relation ship, along with
the terms which it relates, is a hybrid relationship without
ontological content. W hat it is not is an ontic relationship of part to
whole.
Essentially these points apply also to the idea of an amount
of stuff or matter, and to the relationship between that and the
neutral idea of matter simpliciter. There are no such things as
amounts of stuff; there is stuff of one sort of another; and there are
amounts. Indications of quantity are a matter of empirical
information, information which is has no bearing on the categorial
or ontic import of a sentence. In postulating entities where none
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exist, Q uine, Cartw right and Hossack stand together in the dock, to
be pronounced ontologically guilty.30
IV. Innocence re-gained
Now I began by noting that when there is wine in three glasses,
there is something which occupies spatially disconnected locations,
where both the degree of separation and the number of distinct
locations are completely irrelevant. But while this is undou btedly
the case, in just what sense is this the case? In wh at sense is there
something in spatially disconnected locations? Once the nonsingularity of NCN s is clearly understood, the sense in w hich this is
the case is neither remarkable nor interesting – or rather, no more
interesting or remarkable than the actual semantics of NCNs
themselves. 31 At the end of the day, it is no more interesting or
remarkable than the fact that, if there are fish are scattered about in
various locations, then there will be something w hich occupies –
that is, there will be some things which occupy – these spatially
disconnected locatio ns.
In this latter case, although objects are scattered, there are
no scattered objects. An ontologically innocent or neutral account
of this state of affairs has the scatter distribu ting merely ov er many,
rather than being a collective feature of some one – there being no
such ‘one’. The scatter is a feature of plurality; there is no unitary
plural whole with many individual parts; there are simply many
individuals, along with references to all of those individu als
collectively, or to some of them in particular. This then is the
‘innocent’ or ordinary view of fish and of references to fish. There
are merely objects of this kind, distributed in different places.
Likewise, so far as the wine on the table is concerned, while
there is an amount of stuff w hich occu pies these spatially
disconnected locations, that stuff is no more a unit than are the fish;
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so that although the stuff is scattered, here too there is no scattered
unit. Rather, there is merely stuff of this kind, distributed in
different places and in varying amounts; here, scatter distributes not
over the many but the much. It is, first and foremost, the direct
illusion of unity which generates the belief that there are
mereological entities before our very eyes, entities which then
appear to legitim ate the mereological posit in a way it w ould
otherwise be lacking.
And finally, for the cases of both stuff and things, there are
genuine w holes which are the innocent sums of innocent parts.
Much as the amount of wine in glasses A, B and C is an abstract
amoun t – not an amount of wine – the (mathematical) sum of the
amounts of wine in each of the glasses A, B and C, so the number
of fish on the plates is a number, the mathematical sum of the
number of fish on each plate.32 Numbers and amounts, unlike wine
and fish themselves, display an authentic mereological relationship
of addition to one ano ther.
By contrast, the fact that this fish and that fish are two is
nothing other than the relationship of non-identity between them;
num erical adjectives in general express no more than the nonidentities of countable individuals.33 It is perhaps tempting to think
that there m ust be something in our concrete reality, to which
(‘abstract’) numbers directly correspond. But number itself requires
no physical ‘embodiment’ to have application to reality; arguably,
all that is required is the mere existence of one-one correlations
betw een objects – correlations which can be established, along with
‘same number’, withou t being able to count.
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URL = <http://plato.stanford.edu/archives/fall2010/entries/object/>.
21. The criterion is defended at length in Laycock, Henry (2006),
Words without O bjects, Oxford: Clarendon Press.
22.I choose the noun ‘fish’ because it has the syntax of a zero-plural
noun.
23. T o the best of my knowledge, this claim was first advanced in
Lay cock, Henry (197 5) ‘Theories of matter’, Synthese, 31, 479-485,
reprinted in Mass Terms, Op. Cit. The kinship of NCNs and plural CNs
is noted, am ong others, by Schein, Barry (199 4), Plurals and E vents,
MIT Press, Cambridge, Mass. Schein however argues that any
formalisation must involve ‘reduction to singular predication, via a
Davidsonian logical form’. But since NC Ns neither sing ular nor plu ral,
this is impossible.
24. These semantic points are argued in Words without O bjects, Op.
Cit.,see in particular chs. 1, 3 and 4.
25. In his ‘Critical Notice’ (2008) of Words without Objects in the
Canadian Journal of Philosophy, vol. 38, No. 2, 301-323 . McKay is
the one and only philosopher to date to have written a book devoted
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entirely to non-singular predication and reference, though his subject
matter is alm ost entirely that form of no n-singular predication which is
plural. See his Plural Predication, Oxford, 2006.
26. ‘C ritical Notice’, Op. Cit.
27. W e may decree that the fish are members of a set having cardinality
of ten. But insofar as a set is itself a unit w hole, they cannot be
identified with this whole, it being one and they many – unless, of
course, we are D ecatarians w ho believe that ten (ordinary ) indiv iduals
might be not only ten different and distinct (ordinary) individuals but as
well be (identical with) only and exactly one (unusual) individual, ten
times as big as any one of the the ten.
28. By a ‘pseudo-anaph oric’ relationship, I mean that un like standard
anaphora or cross-reference, in which a pronoun picks up the identity of
a previou s reference, no su ch identity, no sameness of fish, is implied in
the use of the bare noun.
29. As such, the category of objects is with out a num ber – it is
‘neutral’, neither singular nor plural, but it may be represented or
expressed in either singular or plural form.
30. Occam’s presence among the jury is unnecessary.
31. For a devotee of the semantics of the predicate calculus, the
semantics of NCN s should seem remarkable indeed.
32. W hat I am calling an abstract am ount is a universal – if the amount
of wine in two separate glasses is identical, then we have an amount of
wine in one glass which embodies the same universal or abstract
amoun t as the wine in the other glass.
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33. This is I suggest the innocent view of multiplicity, a view I have
tried to defend in Words without objects.
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